Afraid of the Dark?

The Dragon Delta Spider-eye L.E.D.

Est. 1978

The Dragon range was introduced to the U.K.
government in the late 1970s and since then has become
the portable light of choice for the Police, Fire, M.O.D.
and emergency services around the world. Fresh on the
market, offering a powerful and unmatched searchlight,
we set the benchmark for all portable lighting products.
Today we are still delivering groundbreaking
products for those users who require the utmost
reliability and quality. Civil Defence Supply Ltd is
proud to introduce the new rechargeable Dragon
Delta Spider-eye L.E.D., which is already proving to
be the next big thing on the portable lighting market.

Old vs New

Despite introducing a new version of the Dragon
Delta, we have ensured that all accesories from
previous models are still compatible. There are
currently over twelve-thousand Deltas in operation
around the globe and we owe the success of the Delta
to our customers. Therefore, as a thank you, we have
gone to great lengths to ensure that all Dragon lights
can be easily upgraded from halogen to L.E.D..

The new Dragon Delta Spider-eye, with both high and
low beams, brings state of the art technology to a trusted
design. Eighteen individual L.E.D.s produce an intense
beam of bright white light, equivalent to 135,000 candle
power. This power, combined with our ultra-white
technology, blows standard halogen bulbs out of the
water. L.E.D.s draw considerably less power than halogen
bulbs, meaning the new Dragon Delta Spider-eye lasts for
up to two and a half hours on high beam and five hours
on low, no mean feat for such a powerful searchlight.
Demonstration of the Dragon Delta Spider-eye on
high beam across our business grounds.
SPECIFICATION
POWER HIGH BEAM 135,000 CP

The new rechargeable Dragon Delta Spider-eye
L.E.D. with high and low beam.

POWER LOW BEAM

68,000 CP

RANGE

450 METRES

WEIGHT

3.5 KG

BATTERY TYPE

NiCad , 4.3 A/h, 12V

RUN TIME

HIGH: 2.5 HR, LOW: 5 HR

DIMENSIONS

L: 283mm, H: 162mm, W: 163mm

L.E.D. to I.R.
For our military clients, all our searchlights can be
easily converted to emit I.R. for use during covert
operations. Civil Defence Supply Ltd has created
a unique filter that, when placed over the lens,
blocks out any visible light and transmits only I.R..

Comparison of Halogen bulb (Left & Yellow) and L.E.D.
Array (Right & White).
Of course, with upgrades come fantastic benefits. These
include ultra-white light and a wider beam, as shown above,
reduced running temperatures and a six-month warranty.
As all our lights are manufactured to ISO 9001:2000
standards, and have a water ingress rating of IP65, you can
rest assured that they will perform in even the harshest
of environments. Due to this, our lights are trusted in
extremes of heat and cold, at IED sites and on the front line.

Demonstration of Dragon Delta Spider-eye L.E.D. on
high beam with I.R. lens attachment. (Image captured
using night vision camera)
For further information on the new rechargeable
Dragon Delta Spider-eye or our other products,
please visit the websites below:

Officer in bomb disposal training using a Dragon Delta.

www.dragonlights.co.uk
www.civil-defence.org
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